Consent

Dear participant,

MOME is an App that collects information about city users while moving in
urban open spaces. With it, we want to asses users´ perception of urban open
spaces for empirical comparison. Therefore, data about your navigation and
ratings of open spaces are going to be recorded. In addition, we would like to use
the pictures made be you during the activity.
Your statements of the following surveys will be evaluated as well.
All your data is completely confidential and will not be shared with third parties.
Should you have any questions at any point, you can ask the team. If you wish to
cancel the activity at any given time, without giving any reason, please just let the
team know.

I was informed, that the I can cancel at anytime the aforementioned activity
without giving reasons, and I am willing to participate voluntarily.

Darmstadt, the		

2015 _____________________________________

							signature

- Survey 1 Please answer the following questions before starting

MOME

1. Date:		

.................................................................................................................

2. Age:		

.................................................................................................................

3. Gender:		

.................................................................................................................

4. Nickname:
.................................................................................................................
					(Nickname that is going to be used in the app)
5. How far away do you live from downtown Darmstadt?
0-2,5 km

2,5-10 km

over 10 km

6. Are you familiar with Darmstadt?
Yes

No

7. Generally, how often are you physically active in hours per week?
(Cycling, jogging, other sport,...)					
< 1,5 hours

1,5 bis 4 hours

4 bis 6 hours

> 6 hours

8. Please rate your personal state (of the last 7 days) on the basis of the
following adjectives. Do´nt think too long, answer spontaneously.
not at all/
very little

slightly

somewhat

significantly

extremely

tense
tired
relaxed
irritated
nervous
excited
9. Please estimate your current state of relaxation on a scale of 1 (very tense)
to 10 (very relaxed).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10. Please estimate your general state of relaxation on a scale of 1 (very tense)
to 10 (very relaxed).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

- Survey 2 Please answer the following questions after using MOME
1. Nickname:
.................................................................................................................
					(Nickname used in the app)
2. Please estimate your current state of relaxation on a scale of 1 (very tense)
to 10 (very relaxed).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. Please estimate your general state of relaxation on a scale of 1 (very tense)
to 10 (very relaxed).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. How did you get to downtown Darmstadt?
walking

by bus

private car

								other:
cycling
by tram

____________________________

5. Did you see things today in Darmstadt you had´nt seen before?
Yes

No

If so, what?

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
			
6. How do you perceive the Luisenplatz? As...
place of relaxation

place of activity

none of the listed

								other:
place for shopping
transitional space

____________________________

7. How do you perceive the Marktplatz? As...
place of relaxation

place of activity

none of the listed

								other:
place for shopping
transitional space

____________________________

8. How do you perceive the Herrngarten? As...
place of relaxation

place of activity

none of the listed

								other:
place for shopping
transitional space

____________________________

9. How did you move from one open space to the other?
walking

by bus

cycling
by tram
								other:

private car
____________________________

10. How did you move around the open spaces?
by bus

walking

private car

cycling
by tram
								other:

____________________________

11. Please rate the app using the following criteria.
very good

good

satisfactory

deficient

insuficient

comprehensibility
usability
design

12. Did you have any problems? (e.g. physically, with the environment, with the app...)
Yes

No

If so, which type of problem?

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

